
The mechanisms through which stressful emotions diminish
immunity is extensively researched and documented. Stress
diminishes white blood cell response to viral infected cells, like that
from wounds and cancer cells. Especially relevant right now with
the pandemic, vaccination is also less effective in those who are
stressed.  Stress is easily exacerbated by the pandemic in a
multitude of ways, which creates a viscous cycle that demands
attention and intervention!
  
Tip: Controlled breathing exercises and meditation are shown to
diminish the body’s stress response, and to operate in a relaxed state
both chronically and acutely.  Seek out regular relaxation methods
involving meditation, yoga, and massage

  Strength gains from training largely occur due to the interplay
between motor neurons and muscle cells – referred to as the

“neuromuscular junction”.   When muscle tissue gets challenged
during training through repetitions,  the muscles essentially educate
the brain to “fire” more neurons that help with the task, while at the

same time shut down firing of non-essential muscle tissue.   This
interplay can be manipulated in many ways to reach dynamic

fitness goals faster.
    

Tip:  Regularly incorporate the “big 4” lifts into your training:  squat,
deadlift, upper body press and upper body pull.   Getting stronger at

these lifts helps coordination and efficiency in movement for everyone,
young and old.

MIND-BODY
CONNECTION

Mind-body connection is no longer a theory!  The mind has an inextricably
influenced by the body, both physically and emotionally. 

Here are 3 areas that we can manipulate this amazing relationship:

You may have experienced a flow state at some point — that
sense of fluidity between your body and mind, where you are
totally absorbed by and deeply focused on something, beyond the
point of distraction. Time feels like it has slowed down. Your senses
are heightened.  It is the feeling of being “in the zone”.  It promotes
happiness, satisfaction, and preserves dynamic mind-body
communication.
  
Tip: The key to enter the flow state is to choose an activity or hobby that
is difficult, AND demands high skill.
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